
Task List 1. CHECK-IN to class.
2. Pick up the “Focus: Thinking Chronologically” 

handout and complete it silently. (4 minutes)

Objectives ‣ Explain the role of duels in society during the  
1800s.

‣ Analyze accounts of the Burr-Hamilton 
Duel in Weehawken, New Jersey

Homework
‣ Read and take notes on…

- 8.3 (p. 278-283) - due Fri, Jan 10
- 8.4 (p. 284-287) - due Tues, Jan 14

‣ The Jeffersonian Era Test - Thurs, Jan 16

Go get those pledges!
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TEAM SALK PLEDGE

ANNA BRUNETTE            $120

ASHLEY TORNATORE         $71

SKYLER GAUDIO                 $70

leaderboard

TOTAL: $718

ESTEFANO ASCENCIO    $20
OLIVIA KOUCOUMARIS      $130

LUKE FAGAN    $5

MAX RENDA                     $117

LAYLA HENSON                $75

LILY HETZLER   $5

AVA AVAMPATO  $10

MAURA MCCABE  $70

JOSH DRAKE  $25
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: an arranged confrontation between two people with matched weaponsDuel

based on a code of honor
Goal: to gain satisfaction

“A true gentleman was always gracious and calm, 
even in the face of imminent death.”

(restore one’s honor by demonstrating a 
willingness to risk one’s life for it.)

Duels could only occur among equals
Upper classes = duels
Lower classes = brawls

Duels were illegal
If you were caught, you could face murder charges
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Code Duello
‣ Demand satisfaction
‣ Choose “Seconds”

- Burr’s Second: William Van Ness
- Hamilton’s Second: Nathaniel Pendleton

- Responsibility #1: Make sure each man 
followed rules for dueling

- Responsibility #2: To help their friend if 
they were wounded

‣ “Seconds” meet  
- make peace OR negotiate location and time
- Hamilton: Weehawken, New Jersey at 5:00am

- Same location where Alexander Hamilton’s 
son was killed in a duel in 1801

- Hamilton: Pistols


